Nanomechanical cantilever sensors as a novel tool for real-time monitoring and characterization of surface layer formation.
Nanomechanical cantilevers are small and thin, microfabricated silicon beams. They serve as extremely sensitive mechanical sensors, which transform processes occurring at their surface into a mechanical response. This unique signal transduction principle allows to measure surface stress occurring at the cantilever surface by monitoring the bending of the cantilever (static mode) while at the same time observing changes in the oscillation properties of the cantilever related to changes in mass load on the cantilever (dynamic mode). The suitability of nanomechanical cantilevers for chemical sensing, e.g., the extremely sensitive detection of heavy metals, and as biosensors, e.g., for DNA and protein detection, are well established. Arrays of cantilever sensors can be employed for the parallel detection of multiple molecules of interest. This publication will focus on more recent applications of cantilever sensors in surface and materials sciences using a commercially available cantilever sensor platform. Examples for the real-time monitoring of self-assembled monolayer (SAM) formation, the detection of cholesterol interaction with hydrophobic surface layers and the use of cantilever sensors to study layer-by-layer (LbL) build-up processes in real-time are presented.